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Containment
Scoutcentrum Buitenzorg, The Netherlands

Pfadfinderburg Rieneck, Germany

Drave Rover Scout Centre, Portugal
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Kandersteg International Scout Centre, Switzerland
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Scoutcentrum Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Our Chalet, Switzerland

Pax Lodge, United Kingdom

Pfadfinderdorf Zellhof, Austria

International Guide and Scout Camp Bucher Berg, Germany

Vässarö, Sweden

Sao Jacinto, Portugal

Houens Odde, Denmark

BP-Park, Italy

Kapráluv Mlýn

Nocrich Scout Centre, Romania

International Scoutcenter Rustavi, Georgia
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Scoutcentrum Buitenzorg, The Netherlands

About the center
• Situated in a forest called Vuursche
• 15 hectares of land
• Two full equipped buildings which can accommodate 20 and 65

Mikado with pioneering poles
Materials: 8 to 10 pioneering poles

Time: Use as much time as you like.

Task: 
• Throw the pioneer piles on a heap, higgledy-piggledy
• Take away one pioneering pole, without moving the other ones.
• If another pioneering pole is moving, your turn is over and another 

player can try.
• The player who gets the most pioneering poles wins.
• You can make it more difficult by using only one hand, or standing on 

one leg, or using only one eye.

Light reflection
Materials: Reflecting surfaces (for example mirrors, cutlery, aluminum foil) 
Flashlight, or use the sun.

Time: Use as much time as you like.

Task:
• Use the sun, or a flashlight to reflect the light as far as you can. 
• The light should bounce from one surface to another and then to another 

and so on. 
• Count the number of reflections.
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Pfadfinderburg Rieneck, Germany

About the center
• The whole medieval castle is a guide and scout center
• You can abseil from the caster tower
• The castle has a wine cellar for parties

The Castle Wall
You have been on a night hike around the Scout Centre. It took longer than 
you expected and when you arrive at the Centre they already closed the 
doors. You can’t get inside anymore except climbing the wall.

Materials: A Rope

Time: Use as much time as you like.

Task:
The “castle-wall” is a rope at hip height. The group is on one side of the 
“wall”, standing in a line, holding hands. You must now get over the “wall”. 
You are not allowed to touch the “wall” or stop holding the hand of your 
Neighbor.

Soap bubbles 
Materials: A container to hold the water, water, soap (for cleaning dishes), 
thin wire.

Time: As long as you like.

Task:
• Put the water and the soap into the container
• Make a ring with the thin wire, just as big as your bubble shall be
• Put the ring into the water and out again
• Try to blow out the soap bubble
• Have fun trying different sizes and shapes.
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Drave Rover Scout Centre, Portugal

About the center
• The scout centre is an abandoned village in the Portuguese mountains
• You can’t drive to Drave and there is no internet connection
• The scout centre has a mountain lake for swimming

The human treadmill
Here in Drave, we only have watermills to help us milling grain for food 
production. As you see, the river not always has flow to move the millstone. 
Therefore, it is up to you to help in this task.

Materials: One plastic cup

Time: Use as much time as you like.

Task:
• Lay on the ground, side by side with hands raised, forming a treadmill.
• One person holds a cup with water and lays on the hands
• Transport the person on top of the hands to the end without spilling water

Origami windmill
Materials: square of paper, and something to attach the mill to

Time: Use as much time as you like.

Task: Fold the paper like the pictures, attach the paper to a stick or similar.
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Centro Scout Griebal, Spain

About the center
• The scout centre is an abandoned village
• The inhabitants fled when Mediano reservoir flooded their fertile lands
• Griebal has been in possession of Aragon Scout Association since 1990 
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Kandersteg International Scout Centre, Switzerland

About the center
• The only World Scout Centre
• Founded by Lord Baden-Powell in 1923
• Considered a permanent Mini-Jamboree

Recreate the alps
Materials: Rope (to measure), your group

Task: Your group members are the intercontinental plates. As they crash 
together, you will form the high mountainous Alps. Use the members in your 
group to make a human mountain as high as possible. To measure your 
mountain use the rope.

Adaptations:
For older groups, ask them to scavenge items in the area that can be used 
to further extend the height of their Alps.

Time Game
Materials: Stop watch

Task:
Here at Kandersteg, trains pass by on a regular basis. Can you guess the 
time of the next train? It passes by in 90 seconds time. One member of the 
group has the stopwatch and measures the time. The rest of the group 
stand in a line and try to work out when 90 seconds has past. When they 
think 90 seconds has past they take a step forward. The closest person to 
90 seconds wins.

Adaptations:
You can play a few rounds with different times to guess. i.e. 1 minute, 45 
seconds.
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Naesbycenteret, Denmark

About the center
• The centre has a lake called Loch Naes
• The centre is specialized in theme camps
• Naesbycenteret is 100% voluntary driven

Loch Næs
At Næsbycentret we have a little lake called “Loch Næs”. It is not allowed to 
swim or bath in the lake, but sometimes people fall in during water activities. 
That is what this game is about. 

Playing the game: 
Place a rope on the ground in a circle that represent the lake. All participants 
stand around the rope and hold hands. The game is now to pull the others 
into the lake without falling in yourself. You are in the lake the moment you 
put a food down inside the circle. Those who falls into the lake are still 
fighting to get the others in as well. The last person on the shore wins. 

Materials: A rope 

Speed dating
Stand in two circles in front of each other. Every person has a question and 
asks the date. After 3-4 minuts the inner circle moves one person to the left 
and the game goes on for as long as you like.

Questions:
- What would you rather be hunted by a shark or a lion?
- What is your dream job?
- Cook on fire or stove?
- Summer or winther?
- Describe yourself with a knot 

You are welcome to make up your own wuick questions as well.
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Scoutcentrum Rotterdam, The Netherlands

About the center
• Situated in a 300 years old farmhouse
• Located close to Rotterdam city
• Situated below the sea level

The A frame relay
Materials: 2 poles of 3 meters, 1 pole 2 meters, ropes to make the knots - 4 long 
ropes for balancing

Time: Use as much time as you like.

Task: 1. Build an A frame from the 3 poles. 2. Tie the balancing ropes to the top of 
the A frame. 3. Lift the A frame and balance it with the balancing ropes. 4. Let one 
person stand on the horizontal pole. 5. By moving on the horizontal pole, you can 
lift one side of the A frame. 6. Take a step. 7. Move to the other side and repeat 
the whole process. 8. Don’t forget to keep the A frame in balance with the 
balancing ropes. 9.
Take turns in who is on the horizontal pole.

How to make a compass
Materials: Empty jar, magnet, needle, drawing paper, marker, scissors
If you want to check if all is right, you can use a real compass

Time: As long as you like.

Task: 1. Rub the magnet against the needle several times in same direction. You 
can check if the needle is magnetic, by holding it against a piece of iron. If it 
sticks, the needle is magnetic. 2. Cut a circle out of the drawing paper as big as 
the needle. 3. Carefully place the circle on the water 4. Place the needle on the 
circle 5. Look what happens. How to determine what’s the north? 6. look to the 
sun 7. the sun rises in the east an moves during the day to the west. 8. at noon, 
the sun is exactly in the south. 9. draw a compass card 10. by using the suns 
position, decide which way is north. 11. take the needle and paper out of the jar. 
12. place the needle on the compass card and put it back in the jar.
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Our Chalet, Switzerland

About the center
• One of 5 WAGGGS world centres
• Situated in the swiss alps
• Situated close to the ski sport village of Adelboden

Along the ridge
Materials: Nothing

Your group is walking along a mountain ridge with steep drop-offs on either 
side. To be able to pass, only the given number of body parts can touch the 
trail. But to keep your balance, all said parts must be in contact with the 
ground. Be careful, or you will fall to your rocky doom.

Instructions Depending on age and group size, give the group several body 
parts that can touch the ground, for example eight feet and three hands, or 
five feet, two hands, and one knee. The Group must then work together so 
that only the stated body parts are touching the ground.

Egg survival
Materials: Any clean and dry rubbish/trash.

The weather in the mountains can change quickly and dramatically. During a 
hike, your group missed the early signs of changing weather and is now 
caught in a terrible storm. Your only option for a quick escape is to jump off 
the mountain and glide to the valley below. To safely do so, your group will 
need to construct a vehicle that will soften the fall, using only the rubbish in 
your backpacks.

Instructions the task is to build a small model of the vehicle for jumping off 
the mountain using only recycled material. To test the final product, use an 
egg and see if it survives a drop from at least a second-floor window.

Don't forget to name and decorate your egg before its journey.
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Pax Lodge, United Kingdom

About the center
• Pax Lodge is situated in Hampstead, North London
• The neighbor is the world office of WAGGGS
• Pax Lodge is one of the five WAGGGS world centres

Origami Peace Dove
Materials:  Piece of square paper

Time: Take as long as you like.

Task: Pax means peace in Latin. Pax Lodge take the inspiration for its name 
from the Baden-Powell’s who’s 2 homes in Kenya and the UK had Pax in 
the names (Pax Tu and Pax Hill). As an international Centre Pax Lodge is 
always learning from different cultures. Try making a traditional Japanese 
origami peace dove out of a square piece of paper.
Peacemaker Celebrities
Materials: Cards (one per player), tape, markers, Enough space for players 
to mingle.

Time: Take as long as you like

Task:
Write peacemakers on cards. (Martin Luther King, Jr., Nelson Mandela, The 
Dali Lama). Make the cards stick.

Identify your card by asking “yes” or “no” questions. When you guesses 
correct, you continues to mingle, answering the questions of other players. 
The game ends when everyone has correctly identified.
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Pfadfinderdorf Zellhof, Austria

About the center
• Zellhof is an old church-owned estate
• Situated in a natural reserve
• Has a swimming area close to Grabensee

The Octopus of lake Grabensee
Materials: Playground

Task:
Select someone who will start as “the Catcher”. The Catcher stands on one 
side of the playground, the other players on the opposite side of the 
playground. Now each player has to try to get to the opposite side of the 
playground. The Catcher tries to catch them by grabbing and rising people 
up in the air. If the Catcher succeeds, then the other player becomes also a 
Catcher and should help the Catchers. The game ends when all players are 
Catchers.

Swapping game
Materials: A simple and cheap item (e.g. paperclip, pencil, toilet paper) for 
each team.

Task:
Separate all players into small teams. At the start every team gets the same 
simple and cheap item. Each team will take their item to other scouts and 
guides from around the scout centre to try to swap their item as often as 
possible. After a certain time the teams should all come together again and 
compare their items. The team with the “best” item wins. Before the start of 
the game, you have to decide on the goal of the game. Goals can be 
anything like the biggest or the most valuable item, the funniest or the most 
creative item, the number of swaps etc.
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International Guide and Scout Camp Bucher Berg, Germany

About the center
• The centre is open eight weeks a year, organized by VCP Bavaria
• The camp song has actions
• You can discover cave exploration at Bucher Berg

My friend the tree
Materials: Trees or bushes, scout neckers

Time:  10 – 15 minutes each round.

Task:
Everybody has to look for a partner. One person leads and one follows. The 
follower is blindfolded and the leader takes the followers arm and guides him 
to a tree or bush. After reaching the tree or bush, the follower touches it and 
tries to remember everything he can. When he is finished, the leader brings 
the follower back to the starting point. The follower is allowed to see again. 
Now the follower has to find his new tree or bush friend on his own, but the 
leader is allowed to give hints. When the follower finds his tree or bush, the 
pair swaps, so the leader becomes the follower. 
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Vässarö, Sweden

About the center
• Vässarö is an island, you have to go by boat
• The centre is specialized in sailing activities
• Is making light ceremonies on the water

Life line throwing
You have to rescue a person, who fell through the ice by throwing a lifeline.

Materials: A rope of approximately 8mm thick and 15 meters long with an object of 
approximately 500g attached, a target where the "middle" is the head of the 
person to rescue giving zero points. 

Time: Often the game is time limited, typically 10 to 15 minutes.

Task:
The lifeline is to be thrown at the target, for example, it has to pass between the 
sticks or land in the bucket. You decide the distance, but around 8 meter.

Swedish Match race
Make a soap engine for your boat, to get home from the Stockholm archipelago.

Materials: A container with 3 cm of water in it representing a part of the 
archipelago, matches, soap (non liquid)

Time: About 20 minutes.

Task:
Split the matches at the end. The match represents your boat. Put a little piece of 
soap in the splitted end. Put the matches in the water and see how far in the 
archipelago you can go. You may have to change the water between the races for 
optimum speed. The tension of the water surface behind the soap is lowered and 
therefore the match is being pushed forward of the higher tension in front of it.
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Sao Jacinto, Portugal

About the center
• Situated in the São Jacinto’s Sand Dunes Natural reserve
• Only 500 meters from the beach
• Making activities within the four elements, fire, earth, water and air

Soap soccer
A playing field is marked as a football field but in the appropriate dimensions.

Instead of the goalposts, we will have 2 buckets of water inside a circle drawn on the floor 
that will be a prohibited area that players will not be allowed to enter.

The game starts with the leader in the center of the gaming camp and with an element 
from each patrol / team, the boss throws the soap into the air and the element that 
manages to grab it starts the game immediately.

Players can take up to 3 steps with the soap in their hands but then they have to pass it, if 
they take more than 3 steps the referee blows the whistle and the soap passes to the 
opposing team.

If there is violence, the referee also whistles for foul or expulsion.
If the soap is thrown into the bucket, 1 point is scored for the opposing team of the bucket, 
however if it falls into the circle around the bucket it is not worth the point and the game is 
started by the patrol / team that owns the bucket. .
The size of the play area depends on the number of players

Material: 2 buckets or similar container with water, 1 soap, material to mark the play area.
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Houens Odde, Denmark

About the center
• Northern Europe’s largest scout centre
• Houens Odde have two islands
• Houens Odde is specialized in Nature and Environment activities

Crossing the sea 
At Houens Odde we have a lot of water. You now have to pretend that you 
have to cross the water in front of you. You transportation is X-pieces of 
newspapers. The whole group has to go over at the same time. See how 
fast you can do it.

Materials: Area to cross (about 15 m.), x number of newspapers, stopwatch 

Task:
You may not touch the sea! - If you fall into the water, you'll have to swim 
back and your group has to start all over again.

The fuel of mother nature
The world uses a lot of energy, especially for transport. Therefore many 
people works to find good solutions and now you can also find cars driving 
on air, water and electricity. Mother Nature has got her own way of making 
energy. Now you'll have to try one of the energy types, for making a balloon 
race.

Materials: Balloons, paperclips, strings, tape, trees (or something as good). 

Task: Blow air into the balloons and close it with a paperclip. Now put two 
rings of string on the balloons with some tape. Now you can set up the court 
(two pieces of long string) and make sure the balloon is on it. Remove the 
paperclip to make the balloon fly.
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BP-Park, Italy

About the center
• Situated close to Rome
• Situated in the mountains
• Primitive with focus on outdoor life

Tipping over
Materials: None 

Time: Take as long as you like.

Task: Bend your knees and put your hands behind them. Hold your hands 
together. Start ‘walking’ and try to tip the other players over. The last one 
standing is the winner.
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Kapráluv Mlýn

About the center
• Environmentally restored estate
• Is offering cave exploration
• Specialized in environmental practises
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Nocrich Scout Centre, Romania

About the center
• Situated in Transylvania
• Specialized in pottery
• Nocrich is situated next to an evangelical church
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International Scout Center Rustavi, Georgia
About the center
• Centre was established in 2011
• . ISCR is providing accommodation, catering and conference services. 
• ISCR is run by an experienced team of the staff members and 

volunteers. 
Blind Snake – Active Game

Materials:
Your  Group
Scout Scarfs (The same amount of the scarfs as the participants in the group, minus 
one)
“HOLE” – any item you can put in the field and say that is a “HOLE”

Task:
Split into 2 teams
Choose a leader for both teams 
Stand in a row (the team leader is standing the last)
All the members of the team should get blindfold by the Scout scarf except from the 
leader
Keep silence – nobody can talk any more except from the game coordinator 
Touch on both shoulders of your team member  standing in front of you by both of your 
hands 
Game coordinator puts two “Holes”  on the field – one for per team
Whole team is blindfold, only the leader can see the “HOLE”
Team leader should dictate the way to the team  by knocking on a shoulder of the 
person standing in front of him and showing a direction to the  “HOLE” by this way
Everybody who gets a message from the person standing at his back, is giving the 
message to the person standing in front
The person standing on the first place in the row is moving according the messages he 
gets
The winning team is the team that reaches a “HOLE”


